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these instructions. Yeah, just the "or with intent,"1

add that.2

I'm going to give each of you fiveAll right.3

minutes or so to gather your thoughts, and then we'll4

I'll read the instructions — well,come back in.5

Then I'llfirst of all, we'll strike the alternate.6

read the instructions to the jury, and then each of7

you will be allowed to make your closing remarks.8

Okay?9

So we'll go off the record, I'll give you five10

and then I'll come back in.or so minutes.11

(Recess)12

(Jury enters courtroom at 3:59 p.m.)13

THE COURT: Welcome back. Please be seated,14

15 everyone.

OnlyAs you know, there are seven of you here.16

six of you are required by law to deliberate.17 so one

of you will be chosen in just a moment as the18

And the statutes require that be done by19 alternate.

random lot, which I do by mixing up your jury sheets,20

as you can see, in front of you, or in front of me,21

and then I shuffle them up and ask Dawn to pick one of22

And then that person becomes the23 them at random.

24 alternate.

Mr. Uhlig, you are the alternate.25 So you are
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And i fYour objection is of record.1 THE COURT:

and if -- depending on what happened, if you2 I

wanted to appeal, the Court of Appeals could review3

this and determine whether I've exercised my4

discretion appropriately or not.5

Your Honor, can I reflect so that, you6 MR. ONG:

I wasn't aware that the order was made on7 know,

Friday, like, for the witness list, that I had to8

This is mysubmit a witness list. I am not a lawyer.9

I don't know that there is suchfirst time in trial.10

an order made, and I wasn't given a copy of such an11

12 order.

THE COURT: No. I think I said on the record13

that the witness lists and so forth were due by14

Or I don't remember if I said Thursday orThursday.15

Friday, but I definitely said that week.16

Your Honor, I believe our pretrial17 MR. ONG:

conference is all off the record, so there wasn't any18

way I could —19

is it in the minutes? ITHE COURT: It's20

don't remember if we were on the record or off the21

I'd have to look.record.22

But I remember -- I remember telling everybody23

to have things in by Thursday, I believe.24

Your Honor, if I may request that you25 MR. ONG:
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whatever is on the ordinance then?1

I' 11That's what we'll do then.2 THE COURT:

change it to what the City's requested, so3

Including the comment that says that4 MR. ONG:

the City may have a photograph evidence of -- I think5

That's what I'mit's part of the entire ordinance.6

trying to say.7

THE COURT: Well, now I don't have the ordinance8

in front of me.9

I can bring it back up for you.10 MS. McREYNOLDS :

(Pause)11

THE COURT: Well, I'm looking -- just so the12

record's crystal clear, I'm looking at Ordinance13

23.58, apparently created on August 10th of 2011,14

definition section, which has "intentionally" defined.15

Then sub (2) further defines what it means to16

unlawfully take, carry away, use, transfer, conceal.17

Number 3 -- sub (3) just talks about using18

authenticated photographs of the property in lieu of19

I don't think that's relevantproducing the property.20

And Number 4 is the penalty section.21 here .

So there's nothing else from that section that22

would be relevant to this instruction on the elements.23

So Number 3 is not relevant to the elements.24

All right. Any other comment, Mr. Ong?25
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And thenJust wait one second.1 THE COURT:

Thank11 change State's to City's burden of proof.2 we

you for that.3

4 Mr. Ong.

Your Honor, I'd like to point out5 MR. ONG:

there's the statutory definition of the violation6

It's not a crime; right?instead of the crime.7

THE COURT: Right. We're taking the words "of8

the crime" out. That's what she was just saying. I9

I missed that.That was my fault.missed that.10

MR. ONG: Sorry. I misunderstood.11

The words "ofThat's being struck.12 THE COURT:

the crime" are being stricken from that.13

Thank you, your Honor, for clarifying.14 MR. ONG:

(Pause)15

Any other comments, Ms. McReynolds?16 THE COURT:

No, your Honor.17 MS. McREYNOLDS:

Mr. Ong, any objection to this? I18 THE COURT:

believe it is the standard instruction on theft.19

Your Honor, I'd like to clarify20 MR. ONG:

quickly that should the clarification be made that the21

intent should occur during the removal of the22

property?23

Let me just see the instruction.24 THE COURT:

I think that's fairly characterized in here.25
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II

And since u already asked the guy, 
ask the guy to open my mailbox

The reason why leave my address 
is because the guy said 2 to 4 
weeks, I leave my address for you 
is already doing you a favor, can't u 
just wait for me to get home?

Yo man u said my mail is here. Why 
are your words full of contradiction.

And i dont really appreciate your 
rudeness now. You have to 
understand my situation. If you 
truly wanted to help u wouldnt 
cause all this trouble or drama. I 
have never seen someone lile you 
before

it
!im

Hehe, now you are saying I am
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